Two main issues for event-related potential (ERP) classification in brain-computer interface application are curse-of-dimensionality and bias-variance tradeoff, which may deteriorate classification performance, especially with insufficient training samples resulted from limited calibration time. This study introduces an aggregation of sparse linear discriminant analyses (ASLDA) to overcome these problems. In the ASLDA, multiple sparse discriminant vectors are learned from differently l1-regularized least-squares regressions by exploiting the equivalence between LDA and least-squares regression, and are subsequently aggregated to form an ensemble classifier, which could not only implement automatic feature selection for dimensionality reduction to alleviate curse-of-dimensionality, but also decrease the variance to improve generalization capacity for new test samples. Extensive investigation and comparison are carried out among the ASLDA, the ordinary LDA and other competing ERP classification algorithms, based on different three ERP datasets. Experimental results indicate that the ASLDA yields better overall performance for single-trial ERP classification when insufficient training samples are available. This suggests the proposed ASLDA is promising for ERP classification in small sample size scenario to improve the practicability of brain-computer interface.
Introduction
Brain-computer interface (BCI) is a technology to establish direct connection between a human brain and a computer without muscle activity, and hence provide a new communication channel for those people who have severe motor disabilities 1−5 . In recent years, BCI has been developed mainly based on three types of brain activities measured using electroencephalogram (EEG), i.e., event-related potential (ERP) 6, 7 , sensorimotor rhythm 8, 9 , and steadystate visual evoked potential 10, 11 . Since the ERPbased BCI usually gives relatively more robust performance for target classification, it has aroused more interest of researchers 12, 13 .
ERPs are brain activities time-and phase-locked to experimental events of interest and contain typically N200, P300, etc. ERP-based BCI can detect desired commands from the subject through classifying the stimuli that elicit the largest amplitudes of ERPs. P300 has been most widely employed for the ERP-based BCI development, which is a positive deflection in EEG over parietal cortex, occurring approximately 300 ms after a rare but task-relevant stimulus presentation in an oddball paradigm. More recently, several variant ERP-based BCIs have been designed by exploiting N200, N170 and vertex positive potential associated with higher level cognitive function, namely motion perception and face perception 14, 15 .
ERPs are relatively weak and usually occur amid the ongoing background activities in the brain 16−20 . How to design an effective algorithm for ERP classification is one of the key issues for the development of improved ERP-based BCIs. Two main problems likely to deteriorate the ERP classification in BCI application are so-called curse-ofdimensionality and bias-variance tradeoff 21 . The curse-of-dimensionality is caused by the fact that samples (i.e., feature vectors) for ERP classification are generally extracted by concatenation of multiple time points from multiple channels and have typically high dimensionality, whereas the number of training samples is relatively small within limited calibration time 22, 23 . This will most probably result in a poorly trained classifier giving high misclassification rate. On the other hand, the bias-variance tradeoff restricts generalization capability of the classifier. Especially, a limited training set will likely cause overfitting to outliers in EEG signals and hence a more severe bias-variance tradeoff. The classifier with poor generalization capability could hardly give good classification results on test data.
Until now, various algorithms have been proposed for EEG analysis, such as wavelet transform, neural network, fuzzy logic, support vector machine, and linear discriminant analysis (LDA), and so on 24−38 . Since LDA generally provides good results with low computational requirement, it has been more widely adopted 36−38 . However, LDA may get overfitting to high dimensional and possibly noised data, especially in small training sample size 39 .
In recent years, regularization technique has shown its strength on preventing overtraining 41, 42 , and the LDA with regularization is probably the most promising approach to improve the ERP classification performance 39, 43 . Typically, two regularized versions of the LDA, namely stepwise LDA (SWLDA) and Bayesian LDA (BLDA) have been most used for ERP classification in the BCI application 12, 39, 40 . The SWLDA is commonly employed to alleviate effects of small sample size on LDA transforms, and is less likely to corrupt the classification accuracy using fewer training samples since those insignificant features are removed from the discriminant model by forward and backward stepwise analysis with statistical tests 43 . As another regularized version of the LDA, the BLDA 39 prevents overfitting to possible outliers through Bayesian linear regression with hyperparameters estimated from the evidence framework 44 . More recently, a regularized LDA with shrinkage technique, called shrinkage LDA (SKLDA), was proposed to mitigate effects resulting from the high-dimensionality of features compared to the number of training samples on EEG classification 45 . The SKLDA remedies the ill-conditioned covariance matrix through the shrinkage covariance estimator 46 , and effectively enhances generalization capability of classifier, thereby giving good ERP classification performance even when using insufficient training samples 7 . In this study, we propose an aggregation of sparse linear discriminant analyses (ASLDA) to ERP classification in small sample size scenario for BCI application. First, a sparse LDA (SLDA) is introduced by l 1 -regularized least squares regression (LSR) based on the equivalence between LDA and LSR, to learn a sparse discriminant vector with capability of automatic feature selection for dimensionality reduction, and hence curse-of-dimensionality mitigation. Such l 1 -regularized least squares method has been previously discussed in other BCI works 47−49 . The regularization parameter in the SLDA can be typically estimated by cross-validation scheme that however may cause overfitting to small training sample size due to the aforementioned bias-variance tradeoff, since there will be insufficient training samples for construction of training and test subset to select the regularization parameter effectively 50 . Combination of multiple classifiers has been suggested for overcoming the bias-variance tradeoff 21, 41 . Thus, we utilize the conception of ensemble learning and propose further an aggregation scheme for regularization parameter selection in the SLDA. The ASLDA is subsequently obtained, in which a number of differently l 1 -regularized LSRs are aggregated to form an ensemble classifier that could effectively reduce the variance to improve the generalization performance on test samples. The ASLDA is extensively validated on three ERP datasets: BCI Competition III-dataset II, EPFL's dataset and dataset recorded from our own experiment, and compared to the ordinary LDA, SLDA with cross-validation for regularization parameter selection (CVSLDA), SWLDA, BLDA and SKLDA. Experimental results show that the proposed ASLDA provides better overall performance when insufficient training samples are available, and demonstrates its potential for reducing calibration time of BCI system.
Methodology

LDA and Relationship with LSR
Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) is a benchmark method to find the optimal linear combination of features separating two classes 51, 52 . Since the LDA has relatively low computational requirement and usually provides good classification results, it has been widely used for EEG classification 36−38 . Assume we are given a set of EEG training samples (i.e., feature vectors)
. . , N ) where each sample is the concatenation of P temporal points from each of M channels, and the corresponding class labels y i ∈ {1, −1}. The mean vectors of the two classes are computed as:
where I 1 and N 1 are the index set and the number of samples in class 1 while I 2 and N 2 are those of samples in class −1. The common covariance matrix is estimated as:
Then, the discriminant vector of the LDA is given by:
One potential problem for the LDA is that Σ −1 becomes ill-defined when the number of training samples is small compared to the dimensionality of feature space, and this will most probably give poor classification results 21, 39 . An effective calibration for the classifier requires generally at least five to ten times as many training samples per class as the dimensionality, which is however difficult to meet in real application of the ERP-based BCI taking into account the system practicability 21, 54 . LDA can be actually obtained from a special case of LSR for binary classification problem 51, 53 . Assume the samples has been centered. LSR is to minimize the following cost function:
where · 2 denotes the l 2 -norm, X ∈ R D×N is a matrix obtained from the horizontal stacking of samples, i.e., [x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x N ], and y ∈ R N denotes a vector containing the regression targets. Assume the regression targets in LSR have been specified to N/N 1 for samples from class 1 and to −N/N 2 for samples from class −1, respectively. By setting the derivative of Eq. (4) with respect to w to zero, we obtain:
After some straightforward algebra, Eq. (5) follows:
T w is always in the direction of m 1 − m 2 , the optimal solution is then given by:
where Q is a constant. That is, the LSR with regression targets as y i ∈ {N/N 1 , −N/N 2 } is equivalent to the LDA since irrelevant scale factor Q could be ignored for the discriminant vector. LDA in the LSR framework allows us to impose various regularization operators more tractably on the discriminant model for different applications. Typically, l 2 -regularization (Tikhonov regularization) 55 , l 1 -regularization (LASSO) 56 , and l 1 +l 2 -regularization (elastic net) 57 can be used, in which the l 1 -regularization is most commonly applied to learn sparse projection vector for dimensionality reduction and feature selection.
Sparse LDA
With the equivalent condition y i ∈ {N/N 1 , −N/N 2 } between LDA and LSR, a sparse linear discriminant analysis (SLDA) 47 is introduced through minimizing the following cost function:
where, · 1 denotes the l 1 -norm, λ is a positive regularization parameter to control the sparsity of discriminant vector w, and larger λ would result in more sparse w. Different from the standard LASSO problem, the specified targets y i ∈ {N/N 1 , −N/N 2 } maximize the discriminative information in regression. Effective feature selection for dimensionality reduction could be achieved with an appropriately chosen λ. To minimize the cost function in Eq. (8), we adopts the coordinate descent algorithm proposed by Friedman et al. 58 , which provides a fast and accurate estimation for the sparse solution. Assume X is standardized so that i x ji = 0, i x 2 ji = 1. Suppose we have estimatesw 0 andw l for l = j, and we wish to partially optimize J(w) with respect to w j . Then, J(w) can be further written as:
whereỹ (j) i = l =j x liwl is the fitted value excluding the contribution from x ji , and y i −ỹ
is thus partial residual for fitting w j . By the derivative of J(w) with respect to w j , the coordinate-wise update form is given by:
where S(a, λ) is a shrinkage-thresholding operator with value:
Repeat the update form in Eq. (10) for j = 1, 2, . . . , D, 1, 2, . . . until convergence, we then obtain the optimized discriminant vectorw satisfying Eq. (8) . The given λ determines sparsity degree of thew, and hence the extent of feature selection for dimensionality reduction. 
Aggregation of SLDAs
An appropriate λ can be selected by typically using cross-validation scheme, which gives the best classification performance on training set. However, the cross-validation may not be applicable in small training sample size, since there will be insufficient training samples for construction of training and test subset to effectively estimate λ 50 . Recently, ensemble learning methods have been suggested to be promising for improving performance of EEG feature extraction 50, 59 . Accordingly, instead of the cross-validation, this study introduces an aggregation scheme based on the principle of ensemble learning to determine regularization parameter in the SLDA, and hence an aggregation of SLDAs (ASLDA) for ERP classification. In the proposed ASLDA, multiple sub-classifiers are first trained by Eq. (8) from a set of regularization parameters that are selected according to a pre-specified performance tolerance on the training set. Classification score of a new test sample is then obtained by the aggregation of sub-classification scores from all the trained sub-classifiers. Instead of a single regularization parameter, various regularization parameters result in different discriminant models. Such diversity is good for ensemble learning according to the generalization theory that interprets the success of boosting 60, 61 . Fig. 1 shows flowchart of the ASLDA for ERP classification. Given EEG training set X ∈ R D×N , corresponding label set y ∈ R N where each label has been transformed to satisfy the equivalence between LDA and LSR, i.e., y i ∈ {N/N 1 , −N/N 2 }, and an initial regularization parameter λ 0 , we derive a subclassifierw 0 from Eq. (8) and compute the classification scores of all training samples from h 0 = X Tw 0 . The classification performance AU C 0 of all training samples is then evaluated by area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) 62 :
where I 1 is the class with label N/N 1 and r i is the rank of ith score when sorting all classification scores in ascending (i.e., rank of the minimal score is 1 and rank of the maximal score is N ). Specifying an increasing step length ∇λ for aggregation and a performance tolerance AU C △ , we repeat the following steps for k = 1, 2, . . ., till AU C k < AU C 0 − AU C △ is met:
• Assume K sub-classifiers have been obtained from the aforementioned repeat, the classification score of a new test samplex ∈ R D is then estimated from an aggregation solution based on all of the trained sub-classifiers:ĥ
Here, the classification score of each test sample is simply obtained from the sum rule in Eq. (13) while more advanced combination scheme such as boosting 61 could also be adopted, and may improve the classification performance further. The initial regularization parameter λ 0 should be relatively small other than zero. The performance tolerance AU C △ controls the extent of aggregation. In this study, the parameters for aggregation scheme are empirically set as: λ 0 = 0.005, ∇λ = 0.005 and AU C △ = 0.05.
Contrast Methods
To validate effectiveness of the proposed ASLDA, it is compared with LDA, SLDA with cross-validation for regularization parameter selection (CVSLDA) and the other three competing ERP classification algorithms:
(a) Stepwise LDA (SWLDA). The SWLDA is commonly employed to alleviate effects of small sample size on the LDA transform through removing those insignificant features from the discriminant model by a combination of forward and backward stepwise analysis with statistical tests 43, 63 . As three free parameters, two p-values controlling adding and removing of features, and the maximal number of features have to be predefined for the SWLDA. The parameter setting (add feature: p-value < 0.1; remove feature: p-value > 0.15; maximal number of features: 60) has been recommended by Krusienski et al. 63 for P300 classification. The same setting was adopted in this study. 
Experiments and Results
EEG Data Acquisition
Dataset-1
The Dataset-1 is from dataset II of the BCI competition III (http://www.bbci.de/competition/iii/) and provided by Wadsworth Center, Albany, NY. EEG signals were recorded at 240 Hz sampling rate from 64-scalp positions with high-pass and low-pass filters 0.1 Hz and 60 Hz. A 6 × 6 matrix consisting of characters was presented to the subject as the stimulus paradigm on a computer screen. The row/column of the matrix was intensified for 100 ms with an interstimulus interval (ISI) of 75 ms, and the subject was asked to focus attention on the cued character. Row and column intensifications were block randomized in blocks of 12. Only intensifications of the row and column containing the cued character should elicit ERPs, such as N200 and P300. The desired character can be determined through detecting the row and column with the largest ERP responses. The sets of intensifications were repeated 15 times and thus a total of 180 intensifications were presented to the subject for each character spelling. EEG data from two subjects (subject A and B) were available, and each subject had a train dataset containing 85 characters and a test dataset containing 100 characters. See 64 for more detailed description of this dataset.
Since this study focuses mainly on the problem of small sample size, we only use the train datasets of the two subjects for our analysis. The 16 channels F3, Fz, F4, T7, C3, Cz, C4, T8, P7, P3, Pz, P4, P8, PO7, PO8 and Oz are used for the subsequent feature extraction and classification. A 700 ms data segment is extracted from the beginning of each intensification and band-pass filtered from 1 Hz to 20 Hz by a sixth order forward-backward Butterworth bandpass filter. Each extracted segment is downsampled to 40 Hz by selecting each 6th point from the filtered data, thus the signal of each channel consists of 28 points. A total of 15300 samples (i.e., feature vectors) with dimensionality of 16 × 28 = 448 are extracted from each subject, and each 180 samples correspond to one character spelling.
Dataset-2
The Dataset-2 is from the EPFL BCI group (http://bci.epfl.ch/p300) and recorded by Hoffmann et al 39 . EEG data of eight subjects were available and recorded using a Biosemi Active Two amplifier (BioSemi, Netherland) at 2048 Hz sampling rate from 32 channels placed at the standard positions of the 10-20 international system. Each subject com-pleted four experimental sessions and each session consisted of six runs. Stimuli consisted of six images and one of them was cued as the target stimulus in each run, where the six images started flashing randomly preceded by the target cue to elicit ERPs, such as N200 and P300. Each flash lasted for 100 ms with an ISI of 300 ms and subjects were asked to focus attention on the cued target stimulus. A total of 120 to 150 flashes were presented in each run.
EEG signals from the eight channels Fz, Cz, P7, P3, Pz, P4, P8 and Oz are used for analysis, which has been recommended by Hoffmann et al 39 . A 1000 ms data segment is extracted from each image flash, band-pass filtered from 1 Hz to 12 Hz by a sixth order forward-backward Butterworth bandpass filter, and downsampled from 2048 Hz to 32 Hz by selecting each 64th sample. Finally, 2880 to 3600 samples with dimensionality of 8 × 32 = 256 are obtained from each subject. 
Dataset-3
The Dataset-3 was recorded from our own experiment. Ten healthy volunteers (S1-S10, aged from 22 to 49, one female) participated in the experiment. The subjects were seated in a comfortable chair 60 cm from a 17 inch LCD monitor (60 Hz refresh rate and 1280×1024 screen resolution) in a shield room. EEG signals were recorded at 256 Hz sampling rate using the g.USBamp amplifier (g.tec, Austria) with high-pass and low-pass filters of 0.1 Hz and 30 Hz. The following 16 electrodes (according to the 10-20 international system) were used for signal recording and analysis: F3, Fz, F4, T7, C3, Cz, C4, T8, P7, P3, Pz, P4, P8, PO7, PO8 and Oz. The experimental layout consisted of eight arrow stimuli to simulate a wheelchair navigation controller. Fig. 2 depicts the experimental paradigm and channel configuration. In the experiment, each subject completed two recording sessions, where each session consisted of eight runs. In each run, a randomly cued target arrow was first presented for 1 s in the middle of the screen followed by a 1 s black screen period, and a block-randomized sequence of stimulus intensifications was subsequently started. The intensification block was repeated five times, in each of which each arrow was intensified once with a duration of 100 ms and an ISI of 80 ms. During the experiment, subjects were asked to focus attention on the target arrows and silently count the number of times they were intensified so that ERPs, such as N200 and P300 were elicited.
A 700 ms data segment after baseline corrected by 100 ms pre-stimulus interval is extracted from each stimulus intensification and band-pass filtered from 1 Hz to 10 Hz by a sixth order forwardbackward Butterworth bandpass filter. A total of 640 such segments consisting of 80 targets and 560 non-targets are derived for each subject from the two experimental sessions, and each 40 segments (5 targets and 35 non-targets) correspond to one command selection (16 command selections in total). Each segment is then downsampled to 21 Hz after 12-point moving average, thus the signal of each channel consists of 15 points. Finally, we obtain 640 samples with dimensionality of 16 × 15 = 240 from each subject.
Experimental Results
In this study, we implemented an extensive investigation on the performances of LDA, SWLDA, BLDA, SKLDA, CVSLDA and ASLDA for single-trial ERP classification in small sample size scenario using the Dataset-1, Dataset-2 and Dataset-3. AUC computed according to Eq. (12) with test data was adopted to evaluated the ERP classification performance. Target detection accuracy with single trial was also evaluated from the Dataset-3. One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to evaluate performance difference among the classification algorithms.
Classification Results for Dataset-1
The samples extracted from spellings of 5 to 20 characters were randomly selected as for classifier train-ing, while those from spellings of the remaining 65 characters for test to evaluate the classification performance. This procedure was repeatedly executed for 100 times and averaged AUC was then computed. Fig. 3 depicts the AUCs on test data derived by the LDA, SWLDA, BLDA, SKLDA, CVSLDA and ASLDA, respectively, when using various numbers of training characters (each character contains 180 samples) for classifier calibration. The proposed ASLDA performed better over the others when fewer training samples were available. Such superiority decreased gradually with the increasing of number of training samples. 
Classification Results for Dataset-2
The Dataset-2 was original published with proposition of the BLDA, which has proved superiority of the BLDA over the LDA for target detection in ERP-based BCI 39 . In this study, we analyzed performances of the LDA, SWLDA, BLDA, SKLDA, CVSLDA and ASLDA for single-trial ERP classification using different numbers of training samples, especially small training sample size. For each subject, 240 to 1200 samples were randomly selected for classifier training while the remaining samples for classification performance evaluation. This procedure was repeatedly executed for 100 times and averaged AUC was then computed. Fig. 4 shows the AUCs averaged on the eight subjects for test data, and obtained by the six algorithms, respectively, using 240 to 1200 training samples with an interval of 240. With 240 training samples, the ANOVA revealed a significant performance difference among the six algorithms (F (5, 42) = 9.83, p < 0.0001) . All of the modified versions of LDA achieved significantly better classification performance than that of the ordinary LDA (SWLDA > LDA: F (1, 14) = 28. 
Classification Results for Dataset-3
For the Dataset-3, half samples selected randomly from 640 samples were used for classifier training and the remaining half for test. This procedure was repeatedly executed for 100 times and averaged AUC was then computed. Hence, the number of training samples 320 (40 targets and 280 non-targets) was insufficient compared to the feature dimensionality of 240 (16 channels×15 points). Table 1 shows the target detection accuracies obtained by the six classification algorithms with single trial for the Dataset-3. Although no significant difference was found among the six algorithms (F (5, 54) = 1.61, p = 0.17), the ASLDA indeed achieved higher classification performance than the other five algorithms for most subjects.
In summary, the SWLDA, BLDA, SKLDA, CVSLDA and ASLDA significantly outperformed the ordinary LDA for single-trial ERP classification. Although no significant difference was found among the five modified LDA algorithms, the proposed ASLDA provided the best overall performance when insufficient training samples were available. The superior performance of the ASLDA over that of the CVSLDA indicated that the designed aggregation scheme is more effective than the cross-validation for regularization parameter selection of the SLDA in small sample size scenario.
Discussion
So far, a lot of algorithms have been introduced to EEG analysis for various applications, such as diagnosis of Alzheimer's disease, functional community of brain, and so on 65−75 . In the context of BCI, linear discriminant analysis (LDA) has been most popularly adopted for ERP classification since it usually provides good results and has relatively low computational requirement 63 . However, LDA is likely to give poor results due to the curse-ofdimensionality, since the number of training samples recorded within limited calibration time is insufficient compared to dimensionality of the feature vectors that are constructed by concatenation of multiple temporal points from multiple channels 7, 39 . The sparse discriminant vector derived from the proposed ASLDA algorithm implemented automatic feature selection for dimensionality reduction, thereby effectively alleviating the effects of small training sample size on the ERP classification performance. In the ASLDA, the designed aggregation scheme combined multiple sub-classifiers learned with different regularization parameters to effectively overcome the bias-variance tradeoff, which guaranteed good generalization capacity for test data.
According to the ERP characteristics, the learned discriminant vectors were further analyzed to provide an evidence for superiority of the proposed ASLDA over the other compared classification algorithms. As an example, ERP characteristics were derived from 10 training characters data (i.e., 1800 samples) of subject B in the Dataset-1. Fig. 6(a), (b) , (c) present the averaged ERP waveforms at electrodes PO8, Cz and Pz, the scalp topographies of EEG amplitude differences between target and nontarget at 200 ms and 330 ms, and the discriminative information, respectively. The discriminative information was evaluated by squared pointwise biserial correlation coefficients with sign (signed r 2 -values). The r-value 7 is defined as:
where I 1 and I 2 denote the indices of samples in classes 1 and −1, respectively. The signed r 2 -value is equal to sign(x)·r(x) 2 . Distribution of the ERP characteristics is relatively sparse and indicates the optimal (i.e., the most discriminative) features around 200 ms (i.e., N200) at PO8 and around 300 ms (i.e., P300) at Cz, and the suboptimal features around 300 ms at Pz. Fig. 7 depicts discriminant vectors (presented in the form of channels × temporal points) obtained by the LDA, SWLDA, BLDA, SKLDA and ASLDA, respectively. The ordinary LDA obtained relatively poorer discriminant vector whose weights were smoothly assigned to the whole feature dimension, and failed to highlight the most discriminative features. Both the BLDA and SKLDA prevented overfitting to the noises and yielded more effective discriminant vectors than that of the ordinary LDA, which however still provided smooth solutions without outstanding feature reduction capability. The stepwise regression with statistical analysis in the SWLDA obtained the most sparse discriminant vector with strong capability for feature reduction, which however failed to capture the suboptimal P300 features at Pz. With the l 1 -regularization and aggregation scheme, the relatively sparse discriminant vector learned by the ASLDA captured both the optimal and suboptimal features accurately with good insight into neural mechanism related to ERPs, thereby effectively implementing automatic feature selection for dimensionality reduction and resulting in better overall classification performance than those of the other compared classification al-gorithms.
Superior classification performance in small training sample size suggested that the proposed ASLDA could be effective to reduce the calibration time for classification of single-trial ERP. For example, from the results shown in Fig. 3 , the ASLDA decreased about 6 training characters to achieve the similar classification performance as that of the LDA. That is, about three and a half minutes were saved from the spent calibration time. Kaper et al. 76 reported a single-trial ERP classification accuracy of 64.5 % by using SVM with 2520 training samples that took more than ten minutes for recording. From the results shown in Table 1 , the ASLDA yielded a comparable single-trial ERP classification accuracy of 61.5 % with only 320 training samples that takes little longer than one minute for recording. It can be seen that the ASLDA saved much time for the calibration of ERP-based BCI, which could therefore effectively improve the system practicability.
To comprehensively evaluate the performance of proposed algorithm, computational cost of the ASLDA was compared with those of the LDA, SWLDA, BLDA and SKLDA based on the Dataset-3. Under the computation environment of Matlab R2011a on a laptop with 1.20 GHz CPU (3 GB RAM), the computational time was 0.398 s for the LDA, 0.572 s for the SWLDA, 1.823 s for the BLDA, 2.120 s for the SKLDA and 29.15 s for the ASLDA on processing the Dataset-3. Although the ASLDA increased the computational time in contrast to the other algorithms, it is still acceptable compared with the time spent on calibration data recording. Such computational time could be effective reduced by using a more advanced computer system, and hence would not bring significant impact on the BCI system performance. Importantly, the ASLDA achieved better overall classification performance over the other algorithms, which provided relatively higher efficiency for the ERP-based BCI, especially in small sample size scenario.
It is worth noting that the semi-supervised scheme has also recently been proposed for calibration time reduction and adaptive learning of BCI 77−79 , and achieved good classification performance, especially with limited training samples. Thus, extension of the proposed ASLDA to a semi-supervised version may improve further the BCI system performance, which will be investigated in our future study.
Conclusions
In this study, we introduced an aggregation of sparse linear discriminant analyses (ASLDA) to ERP classification in small sample size scenario for BCI application. Multiple sparse discriminant vectors learned from differently l 1 -regularized LSRs were aggregated to result in an ensemble classifier with good strength on automatic feature selection for dimensionality reduction and effective generalization capacity for test data. Extensive experiment analyses were implemented on the dataset II of BCI competition III, the dataset of EPFL BCI group and the dataset recorded from our own BCI experiment. The results show that the proposed ASLDA algorithm yielded better overall performance for single-trial ERP classification in contrast to the ordinary LDA and other competing classification algorithms used in the ERP-based BCIs. Further study will investigate the application of ASLDA in other types of BCIs.
